Doing the Right Thing is Worth It.

Violence has affected my life, because I am cautious when I'm walking alone no matter where or what time it is, because I know that danger can be lurking anywhere. One of my worst fears are getting kidnapped and or raped. Violence has affected me so badly that I don't even leave my house at night unless I absolutely need to. This is because I know someone that got raped by a person they knew and loved! So I figure if someone that loves you can hurt you that bad, then a stranger definitely wouldn't mind hurting you.

Violence can be caused by anything. Just a look that you give someone might set them off enough to hurt you. Then there's the enormous things like being in a gang, selling drugs, and having heated arguments. People that cause violence are angry at the world, and they think that fighting others will ease their pain. Those people are wrong, hurting or taking someone's life isn't the answer. They need to think about the victims they are hurting, because that's exactly what their making them victims!

Something that I can do about youth violence is to not get involved with people that I know just want to cause trouble. I can also tell people not to let others get to them. Hopefully people will see from my actions, and learn that losing a life
isn't worth it, and they'll speak up about violence and put those violent people away for life. You just need to move on and forgive any innocent you might of had with violence. Life is just too short to be lived being angry at the world.